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From John Hoyle 

 
I thought you might like these photos of the Comet 3,nearly finished many years ago by Phil Smith.  He 

originally fitted it with an Elfin 1.8cc and then changed it to an R/c  PAW 1.5cc but after all, never flew it. 

This was how I inherited it when Phil sadly died.  I  fitted an ex Colonel Bowden R/c 1.5cc Oliver TigerCub, 

installed  3 channel radio and gave the model a finishing coat of fuel proofer. 

The 58" span model which I assume is a much reduced rendition of the 1937 original, weighs 1.25kg, flies 

beautifully, has ample power for unassisted grass takeoffs and whether you like it or not - certainly has 

character!  I believe the original model was made by Gil Baster's father in Bournemouth in 1937 and was 

powered by an 18cc Comet 2 stroke petrol engine and hope to confirm this by asking Joyce Smith if I may 

look at Phil's  photographic records. If anyone can shed further light on the history of this model I should be 

delighted to hear from them. 

The photos, kindly taken by John Taylor show the model flying at Tarrant Hinton a few days ago. 
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Ionosphere by F W O Fisher for the experimenters her eis a lively little flying wing 

sports model, suitable for any of the half- cc motors.  From Model Aircraft July 1953 

 
The Ionosphere 8D was designed as a robust sport machine for any of the popular 1/2 c.c. diesels, and will 

be found to give a stable flight pattern, even in the strongest wind. 

Wing Panels 

Pin the 3/8 x 1/4 mainspar and the 

1 x 1/4 notched trailing edge over 

the plan, then cement the wing ribs 

in place over them, care being 

taken to ensure that the notches for 

the spars have been cut with 

slanting sides, as on the plan. 

Before cementing the ribs the root 

and tip ribs must be canted slightly 

towards the wing tips to allow for 

the dihedral incorporated. The 1/4 

X /1/4 leading edge and 1/8 X 1/8 

top spars are now added. The wing 

panel is now removed from the 

plan and the plywood dihedral brace added, after which the wing panels are cemented together. The tip 

dihedral of  3/4in. should be carefully checked. The centre section is 

1/16 sheet covered, which is inset into the top spars and trailing edge. The whole assembly is now covered 

and doped. 

Fuselage 

The sides are cut from hard 1/16 sheet and joined together over the plan with the bulkheads A, B, C, D, E. 

The top is 1/16 sheet covered and the fin added. The 3/8 in. hardwood engine bearers are drilled, and 

trimmed so as to give about 3 deg. downthrust. The engine is now bolted in position with 8 B.A. bolts, and 

the cantilever undercart bound in position with carpet thread and cemented. The inside of the fuselage 

forward of the bulkhead A should now be doped to prevent fuel soaking. If a tank is not fitted to the engine 

used, a coil of neoprene tubing should be wedged between the engine and the bulkhead A. Its length is 

determined by the engine run required. The whole fuselage is now covered with light modelspan and doped. 

It is then cemented over the wing centre section. 

Tips Fins and Elevons 

The tip fins and elevons are Cut from hard 1/16 sheet, covered with light-weight tissue and doped. The 

elevons are hinged to the trailing edge with fabric control line type hinges. The tip fins are cemented to the 

wing tips and wire skids inserted as shown on the plan. 

Trimming 

Check the machine for warps, then pin the elevens at an angle between 5 and 10 deg. to 

the chord line, and test glide over long grass, decreasing the elevon angles if the model 

stalls, and increasing them if a dive results. When a satisfactory glide has been obtained, 

the left hand elevon should be set at a slightly greater angle than the right hand one so 

that a gentle left hand turn, with the torque, results. When the settings have been found 

the elevens should be cemented in position, and if any further slight trim adjustments 

should be needed these can be effected by warping. Take-offs can be attempted in 

complete confidence, provided a few preliminary taxi-ing tests are made to ensure the 

machine rolls straight. Set the machine a few degrees to the right of the “straight into the 

wind “ position, so that the machine turns into the wind as it clears the 

ground. 
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From Karl Gies 

 
What model is this? It was in the air shortly after the picture was taken. Right now it is 31 above in The 

Center of The Rural American West and snowing. We usually get a big snowstorm one week either side of 

Easter. She is gone and I am taking a break from vacuuming with my Dyson and I can hear people in the 

background clapping just like a t.v. infomercial. When my chores are done it is down to finish covering the 

MICRO X Hornet P-30 rubber model, 30” ws.  Life is good in the far, far West. cheers, cccnh 

 
This is the MICRO X P-30 model kitted back in the 80’s I believe. I have previously built the MICRO - X 

Hornet Embryo Endurance, Taylorcraft and a Pilatus Porter.  I still have the Hornet & and its big brother. I 

lost the Taylorcraft and gave the Pilatus Porter away. I will follow this email up with some information on 

the Micro X Company. I made two front ends for this model. The one on the model is a high pitch balsa pop 

that I carved and the one on the board is a new plastic 10” prop that Easy Built had manufactured for them 

that has a lot mores pitch than most plastic props - I am guessing about p/d ratio of 1.25. I will get my pitch 

gauge out and verify this. This prop also has a much superior freewheel ramp than any other plastic prop I 

have seen. Easy Built also has a 12” prop in this new prop series. They come in white only so they are easy 

to paint. The one in the picture is painted with Michael’s Design Master Floral Spray. I will first fly it with 

eight strands of 1/8” Super Sport bradded and go from there. The landing gear is removable. This model 

weighs 2.1 ounces with either prop. George White, editor of The Pensacola Newsletter has built two Hornet 

P-30’s and reports that they fly pretty good without the landing gear attached. I will send another posting 

about the MOCRO-X Company and its founder/owner, the late Gerald Skrjanc. 
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From Bill Wells 

 
                                 As mentioned in previous articles I don’t like too many observers around if it is a 

model's first flight so it was fairly early on 26th October 2011 I took the SunDuster down the strip. As the 

fin is not very big I had made a fair part of it Rudder. I set low rates for the rudder found a smooth patch of 

mossy ground to the west of the strip, the wind being a light easterly drift. I had the whole field in front of 

the model so if it all went wrong ahead, left or right I was OK to get it back on! I was on my guard if the 

rudder proved too sensitive to be careful in its use. The take off went reasonably well except it seemed to 

need a lot of up elevator to get it off, then it pitched nose up requiring full down elevator to lower the nose 

and the model started to rock from side to side. As I reduced the power to land ahead the rocking stopped 

but as the model was still climbing with reduced power I continued the flight! With the reduced power the 

rudder seemed less sensitive and much less down elevator was required so I let it burble around before 

attempting the landing which turned out to be very similar to the Junior 60. A mechanical adjustment to the 

rudder throws and a lower rate was set. I reset the elevator to give more down elevator. The second flight 

was a tamer affair but at least I did know what was coming. Any power setting above 2/3 throttle needed 

loads of down elevator and set off significant wing rocking. Stalling at a low power setting was a non event, 

a lot of mushing followed by a left wing drop. Full power stalls were almost impossible because it started to 

prop hang then fell over either side or backwards. If up elevator was maintained it then resumed its 

impression of a homesick angel before falling over again. On low throttle settings it was much tamer and 

handled much like a Junior 60. 

 

                                I put more down thrust on the engine which cured the need for down elevator as the 

power was increased. The wing rocking at high power settings persisted. Although I was using a big prop I 

just could not get the engine to run slow enough to land especially in calm conditions. So I opted for 

changing to an Enya 15 which has the same mounting hole position as the 19 so there were no changes 

required to the paxolin engine mounting plate. The 15 produced nearly as much power as the 19 and I just 

could not get the engine to run slow enough to land in calm conditions. I spent ages tweaking the carburettor 

using different props and different fuels but basically with no wind the idle power kept it flying. Some 

attempts to land in calm conditions with the engine running involved very close encounters with trees on the 

approach. During one tank full I had six forced landings while trying different idle settings. Crazy situation 

so I thought of a more modern engine of lower power would produce less power at idle so opted for a spare 

OS 10FP. Now for this size model it was going to be challenging for such a small engine, but as they say 

‘Nothing ventured nothing gained’. The take off run was long but once airborne it pottered around OK the 

engine idle was OK for landing but then it would not take off again! I ended up hand launching it but 

without the extra power of a bigger engine I nearly crashed it. So back to the drawing board how about a 

modern OS LA15 (I was running out of engines)? The LA15 could idle slowly so the model could land in 

calm conditions and it had the power available for take off. The LA 15 is lighter than the much older Enya 

15/19 so I put the engine as far forward as possible then put lead weights on a 6 BA bolt which passed 

through the paxolin mount just behind the engine. I had done something similar for the OS 10. By the time 

the LA15 was used the model had done a lot of flying with the Enya 19, 15 plus two flights with the OS 10 

so I had got used to its quirky ways of wing rocking at high power setting (or at speed) and was into the odd 

loop gauging when the wings were level and putting full power on as it went vertically up. After a few 

flights I got carried away, pulled it up as the wings were rocking and to my horror the right wing came off! 

The model was quite high and in the excitement I forgot to close the throttle! Although the model may have 

rotate once in it’s descent it didn’t rotate as one would expect with the loss of a wing! The impact was on the 

side of the soft bank almost in the loch. 

 

                                       The damage wasn’t as bad as I had anticipated ploughing in as it did at full power. 

The propeller was history as was the engine backplate! Those pesky lead weights came forward and 

smashed the engine back plate. The centre section and the left wing remained attached to the fuselage by the 

rubber bands! The top longerons were broken at the wing trailing edge the lower longerons cracked in a 

similar position and the firewall was pushed in. My plywood dihedral brace had held as the wing had broken 

off at the start of the second wing panel. The right wing rotated down to earth and was otherwise 
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undamaged. Although the fuselage was quickly mended and a new back plate for the engine was bought the 

wing took much longer to sort out. The right wing was mended and the left wing very carefully removed 

from the centre section. A new centre section was made giving much less dihedral. The wing ribs and centre 

section ribs were glued together and then a new plywood dihedral brace was added which went out as far as 

the third wing panel each side! The ¼ inch runners were then faced with vertical grain balsa on both sides. 

The repairs added nearly 4ozs to the model. Not all bad news because without the excessive, original, 

dihedral the wing rocking associated with high power setting has stopped. A much slower wing rocking still 

occurs at high power settings in a dive or in level flight at full power. The now much reduced rocking is not 

really noticeable providing the power is used sensibly. Having gone through all the snags this is a delightful 

model to fly it has very similar characteristics to the Junior 60. It will remain in level flight at very reduced 

power settings making for very long flights. This model has a low wing loading and is a SLOW flyer. As 

regards landings it floats on in calm conditions but may well need a bit of power on the approach in a 

breeze. 

 

                                     As the model does not have ailerons it does need some dihedral but far less than 

shown on the plan. Eventually I was able to do away with the lead weights behind the engine without any 

adverse control problems. As the fuselage is 3½ inches wide there is a need of an exhaust extension 

especially with smaller OS engines. The external undercarriage works for me and allows the use of engine 

bearers to reinforce the fuselage. Using a small servo for the throttle saves weight. I was right to be careful 

on the amount of rudder movement, too much makes the model a bit twitchy. It is difficult to get low enough 

power settings for long enough to land the model in dead calm conditions (with the engine still running) so 

the choice of engine is important. As the fuel tank is just behind the windscreen it is easy to check how 

much fuel is in the tank. Radio lights and battery condition lights are also visible through the front screen. If 

starting by hand I find that as a tail dragger the fuel sometimes does not stay up at the carburetter so rather 

than choking the carburettor simply blocking or nipping the exhaust tubing pressurizes the system enough to 

keep the fuel line full. This is a much safer way to keep fuel at the carburettor as it keeps fingers well away 

from that nasty propeller. 

 

                                 My model has a span of 61¾ inches chord 8½ inches length is 40½ inches and weight 

3lbs 3½ ozs. Power is a OS 15 LA. Other engines used Enya 19-V Enya 15-III and OS 10 FP. 
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From Jörgen in Sweden 

 

Hi James sending you some pics from this Winters Labour first the Poppet from Falcon models with an PB 

0,33 in the nose rudder and exhaust restrictor and second is a Quacker Flash from Penn Walley hobbycenter 

34" span this time I stumbled into the dark side and put in an 18 gram outrunner. They are not flown yet bad 

weather. 
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Curtis Owl by J Bridgewood Model Aircraft August 1953 

 
This is the writer’s second model of a U.S. Army observation monoplane, and it was originally designed 

around the E.D. Bee. The scale is one inch to a foot and the completed model weigh 14 ozs. After only two 

hand-launch tests, it “flew straight off the drawing board” requiring only a small amount of weight on the 

tail. After sixteen flights the writer decided to install a Mills 0.75 and remove the tail weight. This still gives 

ample power, and forty-six flights have been made to date. The first of seven flights made during the Daily 

Dispatch Rally gained second place in the E. J. Riding Memorial Trophy scale event. Commence by carving 

the fin and tailplane from 3/8-in, sheet as these are fixed permanently before completing the fuselage 

planking. There are two reasons for the sheet fin and tailplane-to give the true scale metal covered finish, 

and also to put a little extra weight at the tail, which all high wing monoplanes seem to require. 

Fuselage 

After building the crutch fill in between F.3 

and 4 with  1/8in. sheet, then cement engine 

bearers in position. and add the bottom half 

formers  F.3 to 9. Make certain that the 

crutch is securely pinned down before the 

1/4 X 1/8 in. strip is attached. Fix two 

planking strips, one on either side, to ensure 

the lower half of fuselage is kept true when 

it is lifted from the plan. Now add F.1 and 

top half formers F.2, F.3A, 7A, BA and 9A, 

and 1/4 x 1/8 in. strip from 7A to 9A, also 

cement in position F.4A, 5A and 6A adding 

1/8 in. square strips which run from top of F.3 to F.7. Note that this strip does not run straight, but requires 

cracking between 5A and 6A. Two pieces of ¼ in. square are needed to support the tailplane. The fin may 

then be cemented on top of the tailplane. It is advisable to complete the under carriage before commencing 

with the  1/16in. planking. This is made from one length of 14-G. wire using two pieces of  3/16in. square 

for each leg fairing, by cutting a groove in each piece and sandwiching wire leg between the two, using 

plenty of cement. When dry, sandpaper to shape and bind the top with Cellotape. Complete the fuselage 

planking before 

commencing with the cabin framework. Especial care should be taken in lining up F. 10 and 11 truly, also 

the two cabin ribs. Add 1/8 in. square vertical strips behind F. 11 and also the strips that run down to F7A. 

The rest of the fuselage construction is now quite straight forward. Five pieces of celluloid are used to cover 

entire cabin. The engine cowl is made of two rings, A of 1/8 in sheet, B of 3/16 in- sheet, spaced with six 

pieces of  ¼ X  1/8in., and covered with four laminations of 1/32-in. sheet. Before cementing on the cowl 

ring and carving to shape, clearance for the engine cylinder head will have to be made. 

The cowl rests on this, and is held firm by a 2 in. tension spring which is passed behind the two front engine 

bolts. The cowl has only one hole in it, this is for the 4 B.A. bolt which replaces the compression lever. The 

tank is filled through the tubing protruding from cowl front. Blowing down this tubes also chokes the engine 

for starting. 

Elevators and Rudder 

These are built up from 3/32-in, sheet with ribs either side, and tissue covered before cementing on 

permanently. The trim tabs should be ample for flying adjustments. 

Wings 

These are fairly straightforward except for the main spar which has to be notched, and the ailerons which 

have to be built up in a similar way to the elevators, and serving the same purpose, that is, to give extra scale 

appearance. 

Finishing 

The wings, elevators and rudder are covered with lightweight tissue, given one coat of dope, two of banana 

oil and two of silver dope, the, latter being well thinned down to avoid brush marks showing. If a concours 

finish is required the silver will have to be sprayed on. All other parts are given one coat of sanding sealer 

and sanded well down before giving two coats of banana oil and two of silver. Check that all control 
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surfaces have been truly cemented on. The model is extremely fast both under power and on the glide and 

although it weighs only 14 oz., it requires quite a heave when launching. Do not attempt to test-fly with the 

c.g. any further aft than shown on the plan, as this is almost certain to result in too steep a climb, and the 

model will not flatten out into a safe gliding angle, unless there is sufficient height. 

 

 

 

WANTED 

Any chance you could get a copy of the Sunduster for the library please?   Best regards Derick 

modelplans@talktalk.net 

 

 

 

 

From John Laird    (regarding photo in last months S&T) 
 

re the picture of Ben Buckle - he is with Len Shannon who built the 16 ft ( approx ) buccaneer to Ben's scale 

up. 

  

Len had come into a large quantity of Balsa and was looking for something large to build.   Built about early 

90's I think, it did not last long as the wing box for the lerge wooden wing joiner gave way on one wing and 

the model came in with one wing "reaching for the sky" as the cowboys used to say.  

  

Len still building large models - but not as big as the buccaneer - but a friend flies them as his eyesight not 

so good these days 

  

 

From Dave Platt Dave Platt 
 

I don’t know if my prior info on RC/CL scale models was of any interest in the UK.  Perhaps not, since I 

have had no feedback.  But on the chance that I’m wrong I 

am sending you a pic of my latest handle modification.  

What this proves is that there’s no substitute for onfield 

experience.  While flying, we had to fold the lines back to 

the model while starting so as to be able to work the 

throttle.  With the new handle we are able to leave the 

lines spread out, unclip the handle for starting, and 

reattach the handle when ready to fly.  Two quick-release 

pins hold the aluminium line element to the wood 

transmitter element. A spring-loaded ball ensures the pins 

cannot fall out accidentally. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

From George R.Vale 
 

I’m wondering if I forgot to send this. The glider project is now ready to fly, but the wind has turned easterly 

and of course I have a west-facing slope. I thought you might like to present the piled-up picture as a 

Mystery for readers to attempt.     I’ll send some more revealing pictures later. 

mailto:modelplans@talktalk.net
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Epsom Downs 1 April 2014   (April fools day) 

 
Despite the best efforts or the weather to prevent me from ever flying my models again it was a real pleasure 

when I had the opportunity to call off at Epsom downs on my way hone and spend a couple of hours flying 

other peoples models, well Derek Foxwell’s.  Had a couple of tremendous flights with his electric Tomboy 

Snr and then went off to see the FF lads and borrowed Ted Horne’s bungee to mess about with the Dizzy, 

36” glider.  What bliss.  Tony flew his Ace of Diamonds until the engine cut after about 5 seconds from 

take-off  but it did glide back to earth in a fine manner.  It has flown again and repairs are complete ready for 

later this week.  Here’s the photos. 

 

 
Tony’s Ace of Diamonds being prepared 
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Tony head down doing something? 
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Derek’s gorgeous electric Popsie with Dizzy in the background 
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Joe likes big scale models, just within the weight limit for the Downs 

 

 
The blue tail cabin is a Welbeck Model Aircraft Products Combat see Sam speaks Dec 92. 
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Tom Thompson getting ready 
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Ted ready to launch his P30 
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The low winger is an Aeromodeller Courier 
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Oliver Tiger Mk II from Aero Modeller December 1952 

 
The new Oliver 2.5 c.c. aero-motor is a most impressive power plant. It 

is, in fact, a model aircraft version of a famous British model car engine. 

What the Dooling is to speed fans in the 5 c.c. and 10 c.c. class, the 

Oliver is in the smaller class. It has all the characteristics of a racing 

engine. It “Explodes” into life on starting and the distinctive crackle of 

the exhaust is akin to that normally associated with McCoys and 

Doolings rather than a small capacity diesel. 

Truly the Oliver has been designed and built by model engineers, and 

highly competent model engineers at that. Workmanship and finish is 

first class, and the whole job gives one a feeling of here is a power plant 

produced by someone who really knows his job. Starting was particularly easy. Procedure adopted was 

generous choking with the compression slackened off somewhat and a smart flick of the propeller. Hand 

starting was used on all test runs, even with the smallest sizes of propeller, and was accomplished with the 

minimum of trouble in each case. The Oliver bursts into rough running which then settles into high speed 

bursts with “missing” when the compression is increased again until smooth running is obtained. Both the 

compression setting and the needle valve adjustment were delightfully non-critical. 

The Oliver ran smoothly and steadily at all speeds tested. It was just as happy at 8,000 r.p.m. as batting 

round at 14,000 r.p.m. The controls, however, come in for a certain amount of criticism. The contra-piston is 

a tight fit in the cylinder and the usual tommy bar adjusting lever is close to the cylinder head. The top of the 

cylinder itself gets hot quite quickly after starting and so adjustment of the compression can be difficult and 

uncomfortable. And when there is a propeller spinning round at some fantastic revs just an inch or so away, 

caution is the watchword! It would be better, in fact, if the compression control lever was angled upwards, 

V-fashion, as in some other motors, so that it could be grasped more readily. 

The choke tube (crankshaft rotary valve) is screwed into the crankcase casting and can be slackened off 

slightly to angle the needle valve back away from the propeller disc—another wise precaution. Before the 

writer realised this, and using the engine as supplied with the needle valve mounted on the left hand side of 

the engine, he had drawn blood on the protruding end of the needle valve in flicking the propeller over. The 

needle valve control is much too near the propeller disc for comfortable handling unless angled back and it 

is doubtful that the control could be reassembled on the (normal) right hand side and still be angled back far 

enough by twisting the choke tube without danger of stripping the threads. A small point, perhaps, but this is 

a noisy, powerful motor which literally warns people to keep their fingers away from the propeller disc. 

Highest 2.5 c.c. Torque 

Torque figures achieved on test were higher than those of engines of similar size so far handled in this new 

series, and the main graph summarises power output characteristics over a wide range of speeds. These 

figures should be comparable with data published in the previous AEROMODELLER series. 

Even better results might be achieved with an Oliver run in for a longer period. There was still a slight trace 

of stiffness in the bore after a running-in time of over one hour, but the resulting peak B.H.P. determined in 

excess of 0.3 must rate the Oliver as a very powerful motor for its size— perhaps the most powerful in its 

class. 

Being a racing engine its main appeal will, undoubtedly, be to the control line speed fan. Here, no doubt, the 

propeller speed figures will be of interest. All the tests were made on a standard fuel—Mercury No. 8. 

Actual propeller test figures have been related in the form of a graph showing the speeds relative to a 

different range of propeller diameters and pitches. These graphs must be regarded as approximate and a 

selection of actual test figures are given for comparison. The graph should, however, be a guide for control 

line speed design. From the tests one would anticipate a maximum speed of somewhat in excess of 90 m.p.h. 

with a 6 or 7 inch propeller, diameter being trimmed for the motor to run at peak r.p.m. in the air, which 

is in the region of 14,000. Actually, in practice, these figures could probably be bettered, especially using a 

different fuel with added amyl nitrate, or even by giving a longer running-in period. The figures given are 

the minimum that could be expected. Personally, we would say that the Oliver is a potential 100 m.p.h. plus 

engine. The makers recommend a “doped” fuel for normal operation, consisting of Mills diesel fuel: 
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ether in the ratio 2: 1, plus 3 per cent. Amyl nitrate. On test we found this fuel gave more critical adjustment 

for smooth running, with a definite tendency to hunt at speeds below 10,000 r.p.m. With the same propeller 

in fact, speeds tended to be lower with doped fuel below this mark, but some seven to ten per cent, higher 

above. Fuel consumption was somewhat on the high side, as was only to be expected on a racing engine, but 

not exorbitantly so. No attempts were made in this case to measure actual consumption, but the makers 

quote a running time of 2 mins. 12 secs. per 15 c.c. of fuel at 14,000 r.p.m. This data should interest team 

race enthusiasts. For free flight we, personally, would favour a 9 x 4 propeller, although this would be 

operating the motor at below peak power. To make full use of the power available something like a 9 x 2 or 

8 x 3 propeller would be called for. Thinking of free flight use, a criticism can be levelled against the use of 

an alloy stub propeller shaft screwing on to the crankshaft. Maybe this is purely a personal preference but 

the writer has always preferred the smaller hole and simpler fixing resulting from locking the propeller 

directly on to the end of the crankshaft. To accommodate a pitch of below 4 inches either the stub shaft must 

be shortened or extra packing washers used. The shaft itself,  1/4 in., is of generous diameter and certainly 

robust enough. Incidentally, with the length of stub shaft provided, 6 in. pitch is the maximum safe thickness 

of propeller which can be accommodated without cutting back the propeller hub itself. Use of the stub shaft 

calls for a 5/16 in. diameter clearance hole through the propeller. 

Of the main constructional features of interest, the crankcase is cast in LAC. 113 B alloy, whilst the cylinder 

liner is EN.8 steel in an aluminium alloy cylinder casing. The assembly is held by four screws from the top 

of the cylinder casing down into the crankcase. Incidentally, the fit of the cylinder liner in its casing is as 

good as the piston-cylinder fit on many engines. The hold-down screws have a slight tendency to loosen up 

after prolonged running and need re-tightening periodically. Surnmarising we would rate the Oliver an 

excellent engine for the competition-minded enthusiast who is after top performance and does not mind 

paying the high initial price for a powerplant which should give him long and faithful service. Being 

individually made and tested, consistency is more or less automatically 

guaranteed. 

 

PROPELLER TESTS 

10 X 4 …..  8,650 r.p.m.      10 X 3…… 9.800 r.p.m. 

9 X 6…….. 8,450 r.p.m.       9 x 5……… 9,400 r.p.m. 

9x3 ………..11,400r.p.m.     8 X 6……… 9,950 r.p.m. 

8x4 ………..12,200r.p.m.     7x6 ……….11,800r.p.m. 

7 X 4 ……..13,750 r.p.m. 

Test propellers used, carved wood type, constant geometric pitch, normal 

outline, parallel blades with squared tips. Recommended propellers :  

Free flight: 9 x 4 or 9 x 3.   Control line speed : 6 or 7 in. pitch (diameter 

trimmed for operations  r.p.m. (static) of around 12,500 r.p.m.). 

 

OLIVER TIGER Mk. Il 

Displacement, 2.5 cc (0.150 cu. in.).  
Bore, .550 in.   Stroke, .625 In.   Bore/stroke ratio, 0.88. 

Bare weight. 6 1/2 ounces (less tank and propeller). 

Mounting - beam.  9/16 x 1 15/32 in. 

Material Specification 

Crankcase, LAC. 113.B 

Cylinder liner, EN.8 steel. 

Cylinder jacket integral head aluminium alloy. 

Piston, ‘ Uniflow ‘,cast iron. 

Contra piston. Cast iron. 

Manutacturers 

J. A. Oliver (Engineering), 136, Radford Read, Nottingham. Retail price : £6 10s 0d. 
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The Oliver Tiger Mk II really is a historical engine. I remember what a talking point it was among my 

school friends, when the test was published in December 1952. We didn’t know that the twin-shaft car 

version test, with similarly sensational results, had been published in Model Maker 11 months earlier... 

 

The Oliver Mk II made a huge advance in the performance of 2.5 cc competition engines. The 2.5 cc class 

was, and still is, the premier international class for FF and CL competition, so when, in one go, it raised the 

existing accepted standard of around 0.25 bhp (or even a bit less), to over 0.3 bhp, it was literally in a class 

of its own... 
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Thus, the Oliver Tiger Mk II was the first 2.5 cc engine to exceed 0.3 bhp on test and was the engine that 

first established the Oliver as being « superior », setting the pattern for almost 10 years of Oliver domination 

of the premier international class.  A domination that, it has to be said, was based on pure engineering 

quality. 

 

I think the Mk II aero version was only made from 1952 to early ’54, so there aren’t many around today, and 

those that exist are mainly sitting in glass showcases... 

 

It therefore occurred to me that, among your readers who like interesting engines, not many will have seen 

an Oliver Mk II running, and I never could resist an excuse to play with a super engine... so the video is 

here: 

 

http://youtu.be/10oi49Q6EEc 

 

I hope you like it, 

Brian 

 
From G Vale (Did you recognise the glider?) 
 

Of course, it's a KeilKraft Dolphin. Except it's grown a bit, from 30" to 72" span (the table is six feet long.) 

I wanted it to be a simple floaty slope soarer for those times when I dash out to catch a light evening breeze, 

and don't want to have to rig anything complicated. 

Some minor changes were needed to make it suitable for the task. As you will see I put in diagonal braces on 

the fuselage to discourage it from straightening out. They are inset so as not to show through the covering, 

thus preserving the appearance of the original Dolphin structure. I sheeted the wing and tail LEs for strength 

and for the aerodynamic benefit. The original aerofoil section was not stated and could not be identified; 

besides which it was too cambered for my liking so, following a bit of research with XFoil, I used NACA 

3410. The original tail had a strongly `lifting' section, although with the CG shown on the plan it would have 

been lifting downwards most of the time. I changed it to symmetrical. Controls are operated by balsa 

pushrods; it was amusing to discover that they had to be bent like the fuselage, to avoid rubbing on the 

bottom.  

The tail end took a lot of thinking out. On past experience I wanted no shortage of rudder authority, so I 

made part of the underfin and rear fuselage act as rudder too. It's driven by an extension from the upper 

rudder, which unhitches if the tailplane should get a bang on landing. The tailplane is almost all-moving: I 

didn't want to put a cut-out in it, as that would have spoilt the appearance, so a bit in the centre had to be 

fixed to avoid clashing with the rudder. After it was built I realised it would have been sturdier if I'd made it 

with hinged elevators. Ah well, `must try harder'. 

The whole lot is covered in nylon; whether that will be durable enough on the bottom of the fuselage, time 

alone will tell. The colour scheme is deliberately as unimaginative as in my youth. All-up weight 37½ oz., 

including 2oz. nose ballast. The CG should have been at 3" from the LE according to the plan, but 

calculation showed that, with the large tailplane and long moment arm, it would have been very nose-heavy. 

I set it at the calculated 5½", and then put an extra ounce of lead up front for first-flight safety. 

On 14th. April we had a fine day and a light westerly breeze which developed in the late afternoon, so the 

flight test was irresistible; supper could wait. She went off without a hitch, and we had 49 minutes of bliss. 

There were bits of thermal about despite the late hour, and we managed some stall turns, ragged loops and 

eventually a very soft landing. Spins weren't possible, but who knows, next time... 

 

http://youtu.be/10oi49Q6EEc
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Close-up of two-part rudder; white marks are evidence of last-minute de-binding. 
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Due to lack of room in the workshop I’ve only been able to make the biplane at 1/8 scale to date. The wings 

are veneer, the fuselage built up from 1/16” balsa, and it flew passably before I added the u/c and prop. The 

intention was to build it at 60” span for .40 – .45 motors, with four ailerons and lightly constructed for some 

low-level barnstorming-style aerobatics. I think it’s cute, though no doubt I’m biased. If anyone wants to see 

the plans so far...>> 

  

It started from a .60 size design by Martin Fardell which he suggested as a practice model for scale fliers. 

His design was 72” span with rectangular wings & tail. I scaled it down by 5/6 to suit 60” span for a .40 

engine, and drew tapered wings and matching tailplane to improve the appearance and, probably, improve 

the spinning characteristics. I gave the fin & rudder a bit of a rake to suit. I didn’t put in details of the 

cabanes & interplane struts because I hadn’t finalised the design; obviously something neater than what’s on 

the micro model would be needed! 

  

I’ll see if I can attach the plans. They were made on Corel Draw, a vector graphics program, which may not 

transform into bitmap form too well. If it would help I could send as Windows Metafile (.wmf), another 

vector graphics format which may be suitable for you. 
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George Stringwell 

 
My good lady wife and photographer managed to get a couple of flying shots of the little Flipper and also of 

the Can Can pictured in the last S&T, despite the Canon EOS camera throwing a wobbler and refusing to 

fire half the time - she says the results are not up to her usual standard and apologises for that. 

  

The Flipper, of course, had already flown extensively and gave no problems at all.  The Can Can, however, 

was another matter entirely.  First attempts were with the incidences set up as shown on the plan (March 

1970 R.C.M. & E.) and the CG (which is neither shown on the plan OR mentioned in the accompanying 

article - why did they do this??) was positioned according to the calculator.  The model had a hand glide like 

a well-trimmed brick and was clearly either grossly under-elevated or nose heavy.  The CG and angles were 

carefully checked once again and all seemed to be right, so in desperation the CG was moved back by fitting 

a lighter battery.  According to the calculator this now put it behind the neutral point, not a promising 

situation.  Hand glides were now somewhat better, so I tried a launch at just over half throttle.  It proved to 

be hopelessly unstable in pitch and the very brief, violently switch-back flight ended with a hearty thump 

into the ground, which proved that all the knock-off bits work as advertised and that the fuselage is pretty 

tough. 

  

I then constructed a scale "chuck glider" model of the Can Can directly from the reduced magazine plan 

(1/3.65 scale) and set the wing at zero instead of the +6 degrees on the plan and the fore plane at +3 instead 

of the +14 (!) on the plan.  With the CG positioned as per the calculator the chuck glider had a very nice 

glide, so I set to and adjusted the big model incidences to match, which involved 5/16" of packing under the 
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trailing edge of the main wing and considerable adjustment of the servo linkage to the fore plane.  This 

solved the problem, and apart from over-sensitive rudder response the model now flies very well, as proved 

by the photos - however, during trimming, the fore plane incidence has been further reduced and is now 

MINUS 2 degrees!  Whilst all this is contrary to the usual canard advice of the fore plane being at a higher 

angle of incidence than the main wing, the model doesn't seem to have read the advice and exhibits the 

classic canard "no stall" behaviour where, when deliberately slowed and pulled up to attempt to stall it, it 

just flies around nodding the nose up and down as the fore plane stalls and un-stalls.  With full throttle (140 

watts) it has an extremely rapid climb and, if made to fly level is frighteningly fast and requires "sensitive" 

handling on rudder, despite this function being rated right down and having considerable exponential 

programmed in.  In fact, in one ham-fisted moment I provoked it into performing the fastest and most axial 

roll I have ever seen a rudder controlled model perform!  It has a quite outstanding glide, despite the 11 

ounces/square foot loading, and on the second flight I managed to join a buzzard marked thermal in which t 

climbed enthusiastically, power off.  The glide is very flat and does make it a bit difficult to land accurately, 

but it flares nicely and touches down gently nose high if you get it right. 

  

So, it is now a very satisfactory model - but how it ever flew with the settings as shown on the plan, I find 

hard to credit. 

  

I have attached flying photos of both models, and also a snap of the little canard chuck glider which proved 

so useful in sorting out the Can Can. 
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Li’l Toot a first class little C/L job for 1/2cc motors by A E Church fromModel Aircrfat November 

1952 

 

This model was built as an experiment to see what could be done with a 1/2 c.c. stunter and the results were 

very gratifying. It has a terrific performance, and on 30 ft. lines will fly in almost any weather, although as 

its speed is around 50 m.p.h. square loops and vertical eights are rather tricky on lines as short as these. 

However, on 35 ft. lines it is possible to “do the book,” and the prototype caused considerable interest at the 

R.A.F. Maintenance Command Championships. It is simple and quick to build, and with a detachable wing 

is just the job for packing in the corner of your weekend kit. 

Fuselage 

Start by building up the engine mount pre-cementing all joints for strength. The bearers are embedded 

in a sandwich consisting of two sheets of  1/16in. and a centre layer of soft  3/16in. balsa. Follow this by 

making the control assembly and the tank. The curved outlet pipe in the original model was made of 

copper, but if brass tubing is used, care must he taken in bending for the corner will easily flatten. 

The sides of the fuselage and the formers are all cut from  1/16in. sheet, and in the left-hand side, holes for 

the lead-out wires are cut out as 

shown and reinforced with 

celluloid. Thread the pushrod 

through the formers and 

assemble the main fuselage 

structure. The top and bottom of 

the fuselage can now be sheeted 

and celluloid windscreen 

cemented into place. The two 

dowels for the wing fixing can 

now be passed through the 

fuselage as shown and very 

firmly cemented into position. 

The tail unit is quite 

straightforward but it should be 

noted that the fin must be 

cemented into position 

before the rear top decking. It is 

as well before attaching the tape 

hinges, to give them a coat of clear dope to resist fuel soakage. 

Wing 

This is simplicity itself. The tips are cut from 1/16 in. sheet, and a 1/4oz. lead weight must be fitted into the 

starboard tip, and the 1/16- in. ply line guides into the port one. 

Finishing 

Before covering, give the fuselage two coats of clear dope to harden the surface, and sand smooth between 

each coat. Cover the whole model, including fuselage and tail, with lightweight Modelspan, and give two 

further coats of clear dope. If any colouring is required apart from coloured tissue, use Aerolac in order to 

keep the weight down. On a small model of this type, it is important to keep the weight to an absolute 

minimum, or the performance will suffer. The airframe should not exceed 4 oz. and the original model came 

out at just under 3 1/4 oz. To achieve this it was necessary to use soft/medium sheet throughout. 
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From Ronald in Belgium 
 

After many many very windy times , we enjoyed last week a day with a southerly breeze force one and an 

evenly clouded sky. Finally after many months of waiting, the Radio Queen was taken out of hibernation 

and here are  the pictures of her first launch into her natural element this year. 
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From Peter Wallis 
 

Hi James you may recall that Roger Cooper and I go back more years than either of us can recall ............ 

I’ve been running up a couple of favourites that haven’t been started for well over 60 years and find I need 

small wooden props like 6 x 4 and 7 x 4 wondered if you could give me a lead ! 

 Balsa Cabin has the full range but feel they will be plastic – I recently obtained from the US another engine 

test bed exactly like I used to have that somehow I left behind in our last house move 13 years ago but those 

props still remain elusive . 

 My Kalper really is a lovely little engine – I think my favourite too . 
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5 min lightweight by J R Holt from Model Aircraft  August 1953 

 
This model was designed with two objects in mind-

firstly, high still air performance and secondly, 

reasonably strong warp free construction. The still air 

performance is very high indeed, in fact the model 

has made flights of over five minutes, and in addition 

it is easy to trim and very stable. The reason that it is 

more stable than the long fuselage type of Wakefield, 

seems to be that the proportion of rubber carried is 

smaller, and consequently that the moment of inertia 

is lower. What ever the reason, the unpleasant 

characteristics of the long fuselage Wakefield are not 

in evidence in this model. In order to obtain the performance indicated, the weight of the airframe uncovered 

and less propeller assembly should not exceed 1/2 oz. 

The following table gives some idea of the performance of this model. 

                                                                                               Total 

Turns                                   Motor Run                               Flight Time 

350                                        1 min.                                     1 min. 30 secs. 

700                                        2 mi.                                       3 mins. 

1,100                                     3min.30 sec.                           5 min. 
 

The motor run figures refer to a motor of four strands ¼  X 1/24 Pirelli  34 in. long. If the model is intended 

for use in Tough weather it is suggested that it is built slightly heavier, and that a five strand motor is used. 

This gives a fast climb and a motor run of about 2 min. 30 secs. Total flight time in this case is still around 

the five minute mark. Two types of construction have been used on the fuselage—Warren Truss and Warren 

Girder. Warren Truss is undoubtedly the superior method of the two, but Warren Girder gives quite 

satisfactory results and is much quicker and easier to build. 

Fuselage 

In order to obtain a fairly true fuselage, some sort of jig is advised. The following method was used on the 

original with the aid of an external jig. Build the sides on the plan in the usual manner, then remove and 

sand smooth. Cut two pieces of 1 in. X 3/16 X 36 in. soft balsa, and pin each side to one of these. Join the 

two sides together and glue in the crosspieces. Allow plenty of time for the cement to dry, then remove the 

pins and put the jigs to one side for future use. 

Prop Assembly - The prop is carved from a light balsa block 15 in x 2 x 1.  The block is first cut to the shape 

shown on plan. When the blades have been carved they are then trimmed to 1 in. width. Note that the blades 

are cut away from the front.  Prop assembly is the usual wire type, and should not cause any difficulty. 

Covering - Cover with lightweight Modelspan or jap tissue. Pin the flying surfaces down whilst water 

spraying. The wing, tailplane and fin are given one coat of clear dope, and the fuselage and pylon two coats. 

Motor - The five strand motor is made up by tying a loop at each end of a piece of rubber of suitable length 

Trimming and Flying -  Before attempting to trim the model examine the wing for warps. Slight warps may 

be ignored, but any serious warps especially if they are such that they tend to turn the model to the left under 

power, must be removed, in particular washout in the left wing cannot be tolerated. In all other respects 

trimming follows normal practice. 

All the models built by the writer were trimmed to climb and glide to the right. If the model stalls on the 

glide add up to 1/8th packing to the leading edge of the tailplane. If the stall persists after this add weight to 

the nose. The original models required about 3/32nd down and 1/16th right thrust, to obtain a satisfactory 

power flight. Finally a few words about the models climbing characteristics. With a four strand motor the 

climb is quite steep, but slightly slower than an orthodox lightweight. It does not float around about twenty 

feet up. If your model fails to climb on a four strand motor it is either overweight, or the rubber is of very 

poor quality. Since nothing can be done about the weight at this stage a five or even six strand motor must 

be made up. Performance in this case may be slightly lower than the original, but four minutes plus should 

be obtained. If the model is of the correct weight and refuses to climb, check the pitch of the prop. 
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Last summer, this PAW 19RC TBR spent several hours pulling my Vic Smeed « Electra » around the sky. 

I removed the engine to give the plane a bit of a « winter service », and then gave it a bench check run, in 

cold weather, just for fun really. It seemed like a good excuse. 

Anyway, I did a little video of the bench run. The PAW really is a great practical hauler of medium-size 

vintage planes. Superb throttling and dead easy to operate, even in mid-winter. 

The video is here: 

http://youtu.be/1e_RH7i0U2o 

I hope you like it, 

Brian 

http://youtu.be/1e_RH7i0U2o
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Centaur an attractive semi-scale model with a contest performance - easy to build and 

trim, and a pleasure to fly.  By J Van Hattum from Model Aircraft September 1953 
 

Some years ago the need was felt in Holland for a F/F model that was in the contest class, yet would not 

have those borderline characteristics that make the extreme contest model so difficult to trim by the less 

experienced. Helped by my assistant, C. P. M. Bouter, I got out the first draft of the model that was intended 

to do the trick and, after much modification—including lowering the cabin and raking the front forward 

instead of back with cut-in leading edge as on the Puss Moth and Leopard Moth—a prototype was built. 

With an E.D. Competition Special and a propeller which was intentionally quite unsuitable for this model. 

the first Centaur put up 4 min. odd on its first flight with an engine-run of about 30 sec. Climb was 

moderate, as was to be expected. but the glide was quite flat and the sinking speed very satisfactory. 

Later, the model flew away twice, so we considered that the plans could safely be published. Quite a number 

were built and its outstanding performance to date was the winning of our 1952 Open Contest by  

A. L. Solleveld, of Eindhoven, with a total of 653 sec. 

Centaur may be classed as an intermediate contest type. It can be built by anyone who has already built a 

simple model and trimming will present no difficulties as it is docile in the extreme. 

Construction 

Fuselage : A simple slab-sided box of 3/32 in. balsa sheet on to which the cabin is built. If you start with the 

bottom sheet and follow the instructions on the plan, there will be no snags. Care must be taken when 

making and assembling the engine-mount as it is undesirable to build in any unknown down or side-thrust. 

When using an engine with radial mounting, take the same care and reinforce former F1 by making it double 

thickness as the additional strength provided by an engine mount is lacking : 

Wing. There is no need to give any washout to the tips and any washout incorporated would be for 

trimming. 

Tailplane and Fin. These are very simple and follow well-known principles. Tip-up tail serves as 

dethermaliser. 

Trimming. As no two models are quite 

alike, there may be differences in 

behaviour, but the original Centaur flew 

well with no side thrust and almost no 

down-thrust. We would advise, however 

to allow for about  

2 deg. downthrust as a start. Power 

flight should show a wide left-hand turn 

under torque and a wide right and turn 

on the glide. Remember that the glide is 

most important and first carry out just so 

many hand-launches until you are satisfied that the trim on the glide is almost perfect. Usual trim procedure 

for gliders applies. Then, when a good glide is obtained, start the engine and either throttle well back or fit 

the prop the wrong way round. Watch the power flight very carefully so as to note the model’s antics in 

every detail. The 

glide should be good—although subject to improve ment in the usual manner—and any faults seen in the 

power flight must be connected with the way thrust and torque act on the model. 

Detailed analysis of trimming would be beyond the scope of this note on the Centaur and I refer the reader 

to the many articles published on the subject. 
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From John Mellor 

 
You may be interested in my new Fly Baby which I think looks great in the air. Details below. 

I first got interested in Fly Baby when I saw one flying at Salisbury MFC.  I had never built a scale / semi-

scale model before as I felt the investment of my time was not worth the risk of a mid-air or crash early in 

it’s life.  However Fly-Baby looked a fairly simple and conventional build and also the likelihood of being 

semi aerobatic. There is also plenty of information and colour schemes for this homebuilt model on Google. 

I found a plan on Outerzone ( in Italian ) and had it scaled up to 65” span.  Mike Spencer, from Salisbury 

Club, was kind enough to laser cut me a set of ribs so I was committed.  The whole model was basically 

built in 4 months during late summer 2013 and took an additional couple of months to finish off after a test 

flight – to make sure I was not wasting my time!!  I built it very much as per plan but with my own wood 

selection and ¼” spruce spars.  I omitted working flying wires but will fit “decorative” ones. 

Fly Baby is powered by an Overlander T3536/05 530 watt motor turning a 12 x 6” prop through an 

Overlander P60A ( 60amp ) speed controller from a 2700 3S Lipo ( also a 3000 3S ) and this has turned out 

to be an ideal set up giving around 10 minutes flying time. Loops and slow rolls are very attractive.  David 

Lovegrove was very helpful in the initial set-up and soldering the U/C – my weak point.   The model is 

pretty light weighing in at 1.6Kg ( 3.5 lbs ) and is a very soft / easy fly.  Two blips of up was about all it 

needed from initial take off for straight and level flight. 

Mike, David and I had a great flying session recently at which Mike took the attached pictures which, thanks 

to the controllability, of the model were taken very close in.  

I meant to mention our next project.  This is a MARS based on a control line design from the mid 50’s by 

the great stunt flyer Bob Palmer.  Mike Spencer is building an I/C version and mine will be for electric and 

both similar at 66” span.  Main feature is the Twin Fins which will make it interesting!  Other control line 

scale ups have proved very successful so hopefully so will this.   Should anyone have attempted a Mars 

before we would be grateful for any comments to John.mellor4@virgin.net. 
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From Dave Bishop 
 

The editor has told me that this issue of Sticks & Tissue will be sent out to us all this Wednesday and will 

therefore be in time for any modellers to go and enjoy a two day meeting at the wonderful Old Warden this 

coming Saturday and Sunday. The show is called Modelair and it is run by Alan Harman of ADH 

publishing. The actual people who "do the work" are Ken and Sheila Sheppard along with Mike and Joan 

Reynolds and they always make everyone welcome. Along with those is a really good trade line with those 

are really helpful and who matter in the aeromodelling business. They will be setting out their wares and 

goodies for us all to browse and buy. One "must see" trader is Leon Cole of Belair and have a looksee at his 

stock of almost 1,000 model kits which will blow your mind. He is such a nice helpful chap as well. Another 

thing is that Old Warden is liken to the Sandown Park show used to be in the old days and this weekend is 

the place for all modellers to have a catch-up chat with some many wonderfully dedicated aeromodellers 

from past days. There is a cracking restaurant there alongside the full size historic aeroplane museum and 

bookshop that does a full English breakfast. I'll give you a "for instance" about Old Warden. Last year when 

I was there, a friend told me that he had almost a full set of Aircraft of the Fighting Powers (remember 

those?)  and wanted just one more to complete the set. Sure enough I had a trawl through the excellent trade 

line (as you do) and at one of them there was the actual copy of that very book he wanted, in mint condition. 

I quickly snook back and told him that it was offered at £10 and go get on reheat, quick! He immediately 

went there with his wife and she gave the trader a £10 note and bought it as a present to her feller. What was 

even better, the trader said that it was wrongly priced and he gave her £5 change. Chuffed wasn't the word 

but that's Old Warden for you!    

For over 50 years I have travelled to many aerodromes in this country (and abroad) presenting airshows and 

always taking pictures with my camera. Browsing through one of my "hard drives" on my computer, I have 

dug out a few of the many hundreds of the stored pictures that I have taken over just some of that time. The 

problem is that my digital voice recorder decided to stop working. Consequently I wonder if  S&T readers 

can put some additional information to some of those pictures I have picked out for (hopefully) inclusion in 

the next S&T magazine, if that is at all possible Mr Parry, Sir? 

So here goes and let us see if mine (and your) memory is as good as it used to be? 

 

 

 
A Mustang taken at the K2 indoor event at Crawley run by the Crawley and District Model Aircraft club a 

long time ago. 
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Rubber duration model with "extra" rudder area.              Same model along with its builder. 

 

 
A Pretty rubber powered Avionnette. 

 

 
Neptune model. 
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I am pretty sure that this gentleman is a senior                                  Tom Thompson 

banker from Pakistan and if he is then he is a  

phenomenal radio control flyer as well as a  

dedicated free-fligther. 

             
A Twin Slabsider.                                                                       A Vintage duration model. 
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A Scale WW1 Camel Fighter.                     This Tomboy being flown by Tony Tomlin at Epsom  

                                                                                    Racecourse a long time ago. 

 

               
Ken Sheppard as Fetchermite for his own                     Unknown model at Old Warden in May 2010. 

aeroplane at the Nationals at RAF Grantham.  

Sadly this will be the last year at that place for  

us modellers, over the August Bank holiday.  

ken is editor of R/C Model Flyer magazine and  

he will be at old warden with his team this coming  

weekend. 
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A superb 1937 Waco SRE by Peter Boys in 2011. 

 

Dave Bishop of DB Sound.  If you can send any information on any of the pictures please email; 

davebishop_dbosund@yahoo.co.uk   

 

 

 

 

Wimborne MAC Control line day   14 April 2014 

 
After a couple of years of poor to awful weather this event was blessed with good, this was reflected in the 

numbers willing to travel far and wide to attend.  It was a really nice day of flying and chatting to friends not 

seen for ages.  Thanks to Stewart Hindle and Chris Hague for helping set up shop and Phil Coupe for doing 

the BBQ.  Here are the photos.    Many were taken by Gill chief photographer of the Caulkheads. 
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Simon Rogers with his Cox 049 plastic PT17 some 50 years old being prepared, great to see him and Gray 

having travelled down from Stratford on Avon 
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The PT17 in flight, how many had one of these range of models and met with dismal results?   Just shows 

you a bit of experience.  The lines and handle are original and all was brought along in original box! 

 

 
Simon brought along some of his original kits, all of which he will build. 
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Stewart Hindle getting ready to fly off from his carrier deck 
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Charlie and Gray in Spitfire Scramble                               About to launch in Spitfire Scramble 
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John Bashford launching a Weatherman 
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A Veron Spitfire 

 

  
                                                                  Classic Fisher design 

  
Mike Clanford had a few flights with his stunt model bot problems with the twin 
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Middle Wallop 27 April 2014 

 
Forecast was for rain and wind and so it was.  I didn’t prefer to sit at home with aches pains and sore throat!   

However……..  The Caulkheads went...            Photos from Gill 
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Turned out to be a nice bright Sunday afternoon! 

 

 

David Kinsella’s Column 
 

The ED Story - VIII  

Nerve held by an elfin Sid Allen as the fuel-heavy Radio Queen was heaved into the air above Bleriot’s 

Meadow (good pictures of E-D’s Radio Queen in November’s S&T), the Channel crossing uneventful a 

triumph was delayed until the doughty pioneer was found in a beetroot field six days later. Open to 

correction, Electronic Developments led the way in big-deed achievements, Wright’s Racer-powered Gook 

posting a world record in Speed and Basil’s best also well up in Class A Team Racing. Within months of the 

flight to France ED had moved to Island Farm Road in West Molsey, Ford Trader minibuses free transport 

for workers living in Kingston.  Advertising in Aeromodeller and Model Aircraft showed off ED’s motors to 

advantage, Basil’s beefy 5cc Miles  Special (name cast in) seen as big stuff in the UK sixty years ago. 

 

Paxo’s Choice 

Many publications now cover the Great War, good ones from Osprey dealing with 

the aeroplanes and aces of the conflict.  Jacket designs vary Sir Max Hastings (his 

Dad was the top Eagle reporter) going with Germans advancing, Jeremy Paxman 

preferring an uber Empire poster designed by General Baden- 

Powell of Scouting fame. Sir Max, Paxo and authors numerous gathered at 

Hatchards in November to share wine and mince pies with those who had come to 

have their books signed. Every floor packed busy and great fun. 
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Gamages 

To the east of Bassett-Lowke but still in Holborn. London, was the famous store that was Gamages. On the 

toy and model front there was nothing like it a huge model railway layout vaguely remembered. The Model 

Aeroplane Corner stocked all the products from Veron Keil Kraft,Skleada ED Frog, Mercury, Elfin, Mills, 

1066 and more. Models hung from the ceiling and engines could be demonstrated in a special room - the 

salesman well versed to show how easy it all was! Today there’s no sign that it existed the building swept 

away like even mighty Plantation House in Fenchurch Street. A famous Shelley poem springs to mind...A 

saved piece of PH now rests in my den. 

 

Soup For Racers 

Basil’s Racer is an essential part of the ED Story now running above. A really hot Racer is a joy to use and 

behold, and for that spot of extra work required there’s none better than Mike Crisp to do it. Blower is 

01473 737393 and Mike will employ those Buskell tweaks and a few of his own to get your motor really 

motoring.  For early VTR operations an ED 246 Racers is gust the ticket but always go for the early motors. 

 

Golden Oldies  

I forgot to pop in this shot a while back and so here it is now. Big with 

McCoy 60s on sparks a clutch and shaft drives to the front wheels and 

any steering trim is carried out on the rear wheels. Sold as kits around 

1950 and loosely based on the Maserati of the period. Sure to- raise a 

smile with enthusiast Peter Hill. Beefy is how I like ‘em. 

 

Best For Books 

David Bancroft stacks only the best books on aviation, many copies in original jackets and fully signed up. 

Flying Log Books are rare but our  David has one now and then. Bell’s device is 01983 759069. His 20 page 

catalogue lists some 160 volumes plus a wants list , 

 

Dining Remembered 

These days there’s only one proper dining car on the UK’s railway network. Out of Paddington and heading 

for Penzance, all the gllttering items are there on crisp white linen. I remember A4-hauled trips to Scotland 

where the same was true - in fact some 250 dining cars were in use, Sir Larry himself deep into his kippers 

as he sailed up to London on the Brighton Bell. I lament the death of style...Grey having crept creeps on. 

 

Comp Special  

Success at the 1949 Nationals and popular for several Years ED’s 2cc 

Competitior Special was tall, reliable and elegant and was used in boats, tethered 

cars and aeroplanes. Solid boxing, good paperwork and a cherry red fuel tank 

were yours for £3 in 1951. Also emerging from 18 Villiers Road, Kingston was 

the 1cc Bee, 2cc Penny Slots 2.46cc Racer and the long-shaft 3.46cc Hunter 

which was a sound choice for their big Radio Queen. 

 

Slick Shifter 

The animal hardly remembered when we think Jaguar, Bill’s creation which 

began with the SS of pre-war days strides ahead with such devices as the Low 

Drag GT from restorers Eagle of East Sussex. Only 36 have been created, 

tweaks and amazing standards throughout, and the result is a 4.7 litre road 

burner good for a rock steady 180mph. Malcolm Sayer at Brown’s Lane long 

ago drew the car as the ultimate E-Type. Now Eagle’s 5-speed box and 

Cunnigham-inspired lightweight alloy block and a douse of refinements a yard 

long set the silver Low Drag as uber special fit for street or strip. £650,000 will 

heat the plastic but if you’ve got it... 
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Bond’s Arrival 

Dr No hit the screen in 1962 but it’s eighty minutes into the movie before we see 

him, very tall and with those mechanical hands (lab tests that went wrong). He’s a 

SPECTRE boy with ten million bucks lifted from the Tongs to help him along. From 

Russia (1963) gearing up, corks popped on hearing that Dr No took sixty times its 

investment not including TV, DVD and other rights. Uncut it’s a bit nasty (lots of 

shooting, killer crabs etc) but nice touches such as the stolen Goya of Wellington, 

Bond’s smooth Sinclair suits and lots 

of luxury let five kills by 007 slip by. Dilys Powell in the Times loved it, the spirit of 

the 1920s/30s cliffhanger lifted along by a standout hero from a well-stocked mind. 

The Fleming Collection is held by Indiana University. 

 

That Picture 

The Goya, above, had been stolen from the National Gallery by Mr Kempton Bunton, an unemployed bus 

driver.  He demanded six figures equal to an oil baron’s purchase price before shipping to the US. A public 

rumpus ended when the Government bought the Goya for the Nation. The driver got three months. 

 

Big Lumps 

Vintage motors created by enthusiasts such as Snow, Cave Anderson and good fellows running rails at 

dragster meetings were big and heavy, weight not a penalty where 

tethered cars were concerned. Castings are workmanlike by the 

standards of today, here and there a dash of overlap at joints  a key fact 

observed by the best in the repro business and some Hornet 60s 

illustrate this quite well at the big midway joint. Ira Hassad was a keen 

Salt Flats exponent and, of course, had a hand in several racing motors 

of the time. Dick Roberts covers the engine scene of old in his valued 

features in SAM 35’s Speaks. Here Dick displays the Hornet of Peter 

Fox. Keep Clanford handy. 

 

Big Stearman 

Star builder Alan Walker is creating an 8ft Stearman timber matured in his extensive store. We remember 

his WW2 Hawker of a few issues backs the smallest detail replicated exactly. One of the great trainers, my 

Stearman hung for years in the Camden Town shop of Ripmax, dating back to pre 1950! Too big for 

a taxi I amazed a full carriage by taking the biplane all the way to SWI9 by Tube. Camden Town is several 

miles away in NI. 

 

First And Last 

Motor Sport has hailed the arrival of the two-volumem life of Briggs Swift Cunningham: pilot, yachtsman, 

racing driver, constructor, enthusiast. Funding his own efforts and helping others, Briggs directed the US 

towards road and track racing European style, Ford and Chevrolet responding with success. His 12-metre 

Columbia defended the America’s Cup in I958 our Sceptre trailing minutes astern. His museum was 

magnificent, every one a runner. At Le Mans (contested for years) he settled the tabs of the many and 

advised Jaguar on lighter E-Types. At 250 Baker Street, Costa Mesa, he let me helm his vast Bugatti Royale 

(sold for £5.5 million in 1987). Sailing done he donated his ketch Brilliant for offshore training, ten 

thousand inspired. The whole scene is different now, Briggs the last of the gentleman racers on land and 

water. In a letter to me he said that the Allard was his toughest competition. 
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From David Turner  - For sale 
 

I have for sale a Boddington Mighty Barnstormer ... 88" span. All servos fitted. No engine, would suit a .70 

four-stroke or similar. Very good order, Solartex covered.  £80 or Best Offer.  Would make a great tug. I 

have an older Laser .90 set aside for this model ...may part with it, if the price is right. 

Kits ... Flair DV11, with machine guns, decals and pilot. Untouched.  £100. 

          Goldberg Extra 300 kit. Untouched. £100.        

          Dallaire Sportster kit. Untouched. £60 

          Precedent Fun Fly kit. Untouched.  £50 

 

All subject to swap/trade ... who knows what might interest me? (No wives or girlfriends, thanks.) 

Will be at the FF Nats,  Power Nats, Cocklebarrow and Pontefract at various times this year, so can deliver. 

But, if you want the Barnstormer, you will have to pay up front, 'cos I'm not filling up the car with that 

model, only to drag it home with me again! 

You can call and browse, if you want. More details and pics available, for anyone who is interested. 

Reason for sale ... firstly, I need the space ... secondly, I'm not going to live long enough to enjoy all these 

models. 

Email    springers@springers.karoo.co.uk 

David Turner, Beverley, East Yorks 

 

 
 

P E Norman   Middle Wallop 1 June  

 
Hope you are all building your Natzneez and other Norman models for Middle Wallop 1 June 

 

 

Hello button-pushers!   

 
We have a date for the third Single Channel & Retro R/C Fly-in at Pontefract Park, with hosts PANDAS! 

PANDAS is the Pontefract And District Aeromodellers Society and the club website is 

www.pandasaero.co.uk where all the coming seasons events are listed. 

 

The meeting is on Sunday June 8th 2014 so please make a note in your diaries. 

mailto:springers@springers.karoo.co.uk
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Last year’s event was held in perfect conditions and was a huge success with 120+ visitors and with 40+ 

actually flying 

and having a great time, it was perfect for Single-Channel! 

There was a tremendous range of models, and also the variety of old and resurrected radio gear was 

fascinating. 

Since then, dozens more have become Single Channel enthusiasts and have been asking if another meeting 

could 

be organised, so we’re expecting an even bigger turnout with even more flying! 

The format will once again be a friendly fun day rather than anything too formal, maybe a spot landing 

comp 

thrown in, and a few prizes for best this, that or the other to be decided. 

Our sincere thanks to Andrew Boddington, the new 'Aeromodeller' editor and son of Boddo himself, who 

has very kindly donated a CS 1.3 Boddo Diesel engine for a prize, and also to the anonymous donor of a 

new-in-box Webra 2.5 'Winner' diesel!  Thank you! 

This is wonderful news and a lovely gesture of support, and of course either engine is ideally suited to a 

single-channel model! What fantastic prizes! 

 

The main objective is to get everyone interested in retro-R/C flying together for equal amounts of banter, 

burgers and button-bashing! 

 

On the day we will be sharing the field with SAM35, PANDAS are hosting one of their meetings and they 

have expressed an interest in what we're doing, and conversely the SAM35 people and models will be of 

great interest to any vintage or retro R/C enthusiast. 

 

The rules are the same as previous years, ie simple and few! Safety is of course paramount and PANDAS is 

a BMFA affiliated club so procedures will follow the BMFA rulebook and the CAP658 responsibility 

statement with which of course we're all familiar. 

 

Eligibility for the Single-Channel event isnt hard and fast but I'd suggest that models ought to have either: 

 

1) A single control on the transmitter, ie a button, or one single axis stick, basically a recognisable 'single 

channel' transmitter, with no limit on 'compound' control surfaces. 

or 

2) A single controlled surface, ie a rudder, no other control surfaces. This accommodates anyone with a 

rudder-only model using one channel of a conventional, modern proportional radio set. 

Ailerons-only is ok of course - remember the fantastic 'X-Craft' aileron-only aerobatic display last year?! 

 

Electrics or IC engines are ok, but a throttle control or a means of remotely cutting the engine of a wayward 

model is desireable. 

I'd also suggest that 27mhz superhets should be used with caution as we are 600 metres from the M62 with 

CB-equipped lorries passing all the time, and obviously super-regen equipped models would be very 

welcome for display purposes only, but for safety reasons not to fly, sorry. Other bands, ie 35, UHF & 2.4 

are fine at Ponty. 

 

Alongside the main Single-Channel event, Reeds, Galloping Ghost, & pulse propo sets will be very 

welcome as they will fit in with the general retro theme. 

 

Updates and further information will be posted on the PANDAS website www.pandasaero.co.uk and also on 

www.singlechannel.co.uk as the plans develop. So, we have a date, we just need the weather! 

 

This year the PANDAS committee have devolved event organisation to members, so any queries regarding 

location, 

facilities & organisation, to Shaun AND Phil (please cc both). This will ensure you get a reply (or two!): 
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museum@garritys.net 

philg@talk21.com 

 

As before, please could we ask for email confirmations or just an indication of a probable attendance please 

to Phil on philg@talk21.com so we get a vague idea of numbers. 

 

Pontefract Park is located in the southwest corner of junction 32 of the M62. Access is via a huge white gate 

1/4 mile south towards Pontefract. Please refer to the map provided on www.pandasaero.co.uk and for 

satnav the post-code is WF8 4QD. 

I've included international contacts in case anyone happens to be over in the UK at the time. Lets see who 

qualifies for the 'furthest travelled' award!!! 

We're very much looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible on the day, its going to be brilliant 

again! 

 

Best regards 

Phil & Shaun 

(pp PANDAS Committee)                    philg@talk21.com 

 

 

 

TASUMA TROPHY SERIES 
 
 2014 Rules for SAM 35 &  TASUMA  VPD competitions 

 

Within this competition will be awarded points for flying one of George Fuller’s designs with the series 

winner being presented with the George Fuller Memorial Bowl 

 

Rules for Vintage/ Nostalgia Power Duration Events   

Object : 
                  To encourage the flying of nostalgic F/F power duration type models, flown with R/C  ASSIST.  

Whereby the control should only act as basic guidance and to facilitate landing within say 50 metres of the 

take off point,  thus eliminating the chore of retrieving with your old legs, but still allowing thermal hunting 

      3 classes 

A)   1 ccs,   COX 049 / 051 , MPJET  ED Bee etc  &  PAW 06 

B)    3.5ccs   PAW 19,  TORP 19,  OS 19,  AM 35 etc 

C)    Open   TORP 45  or any other , now found mid – 50’s Enya 60 !!! 

From  2013, introduction of Electric Power  

Class  A)   100  watts 

B) 250  watts 

C) 650  watts  maximum 

I) Models to have been designed & or  published  by the 1
st
 Jan1961. 

2) Designs may be scaled up or down, with appropriate changes to materia1 sizes. Rib spacing may be 

changed, but aerofoil section to remain as the original. 

3) Covering material. Modern adhesive or other film type material, including Solartex, discouraged. 

Litespan or Airspan is acceptable, along with tissue, silk, nylon  

4)Motor size according to class.  only  plain bearing crankshafts. And no Schnuerle ported  motors. 

5) Motor run  

Class A   25 sec. 

Class B    20 sec 

Class C    15 secs 

( C.D. could make alternative decision on the day, in consideration of prevailing weather)  

mailto:philg@talk21.com
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This may be controlled either by radio or a clockwork timer, . Only one "no flight" allowed per round, either 

as a result of an over-run, or a flight less than 30 sec. 

6)Radio frequency  ONLY  2.4 Ghz .  27 0r 35 Mhz  NOT  allowed  

(  do not intend to have transmitter control tent )   

7) Weather conditions permitting, competitors to make 3 flights, each with a maximum depending on 

conditions, but probably at 4 or 5 minutes. Aggregate score to count. If necessary a final fly-off round will 

be held. 

8) A helper is allowed for starting and launching. 
 

 

Possible suggested designs 

A     SLICKER MITE, JUNIOR MALLARD, RAMROD, SPACER,STARDUSTER  etc 

B     SLICKER, MALLARD,ZOOT SUIT, CREEP, DIXIELANDER, Y-BAR, 

     SWISS MISS, DREAMWEAVER, HEATWAVE, TOTOTL, RAMROD 600 / 800,  

     SPACER 600 / 800, SATELLITE 550 / 650 

     STARDUSTER  600   etc 

C    SUPER SLICKER, RAMROD 1000,STARDUSTER 900  SATELLITE 788GLH 

    SATELLITE 1000 / 1300  etc  

 

                          over 
 

The previous national level rules used at previous SAM 35 events has had a separate classification for cabin 

/ non-pylon / sport models 

 

To ascertain continued interest in this direction, I propose to offer possibility of competing with ‘ SPORT ‘ 

models in the same 3 engine capacity classes, ie 1 ccs, 3.5 ccs and open  

The engine design still being non-schneurle, plain bearing, except for open class, to allow 4-stroke, with ball 

raced shaft, but NOT allow supercharged, ( as per Yamada ) 

 

With motor run times of:- 

  

Class A    30 sec. 

Class B    25 sec 

Class C    20 secs 

 

"The remainder of the rules still apply". 

 

Suitable models... Tomboy, Hepcat, Matador, Outlaw, Ethereal Lady, Simplex, Black Magic, Southerner, 

Trenton Terror, Quaker Flash, Miss America, etc, etc.  However, any model that is essentially a duration 

model with a cabin (e.g. many American PAAloaders) will be categorised as a high performance model and 

NOT a sport model." 

Likewise a Playboy with cabin, would be classed as performance duration ) 

 

My hypothesis being to try to have effectively a handicap system so that in perfect conditions all types 

would achieve the same flight times, can but hope   

 

IT ALL DEPENDS UPON INTEREST BEING SHOWN  

 

 

All enquiries to BILL LONGLEY  01258 488833 

or   tasuma@btconnect.com 

 

 

    PROVISIONAL  2014   VINTAGE   

mailto:tasuma@btconnect.com
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    COMPETITION  VENUES & DATES 

 

DATE                 

                       

May 

         24/25/26   Barkston          F/F  Nats                         SAM 35 

June      

1         Middle  Wallop                                       SAM 1066 

8            Pontefract                                                 PANDAS 

22 Open Vintage + VPD + c/line                     DMFG 

 Blandford                                             ………. 

             28/29       Sculthorpe          East Anglia Gala             SAM 35 

July 

              13       Open  Vintage with Tomboy              Ilminster / SAM 35  

                          Merryfield 

             20        Cocklebarrow                                                 SAM 35 

              

August 

              17        Cocklebarrow                                                 SAM 35 

           24/25      Middle Wallop                                             SAM 1066 

September 

              21         Barkston                                                       SAM  35 

              28         Middle Wallop                                             SAM 1066 

October 

              12        Cocklebarrow                                                SAM  35 

            . 

  

 Competition coordinater               Bill Longley  01258 488833   tasuma@btconnect.com    

 

DECENTRALISED  VPD  ENTRY 

 

EVENT DIRECTOR  

BILL LONGLEY 

MOBILE PHONE No.  O7847903013   

 

Information Required 

Name & BMFA No. 

Name of timekeeper 

Location,  preferably Google Map..Lat / Long 

 

Model name & power unit 

Classification  ( Contest / Sport,  A, B, or C ) 

 

[ the above could be sent by email in days prior to event ] 

On day of event 

Register before 10:30 am 

Text in times, preferably after each flight,  

giving motor run & flight time in seconds 

 

If  you have achieved a triple max, 

Then, between 4 & 4.15 pm, make a fly off flight,  

Text in this flight time immediately 

Results can then be published before 5 pm  
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News from SAM 35 
Many of you will know that Sam 35's traditional home is Old Warden. This year, as usual,  we are 
supporting ModelAir and running competitions/events at their meetings. This is especially true for 
control line as full programmes of competitions are scheduled for both the Saturday and Sunday of 
all the meetings.  New this year are competitions for Vic Smeed's Scatterbrain biplane stunter, the 
APS plan T Tray and Profile Thompson Trophy racers. These coupled with the vast array of 
control line activities and competitions make these meetings unique and a not to be missed 
spectacle. The dates are May 3/4, July 19/20 and September 27/28. 
 
This year we will be running single channel spot landing competitions on all three Sundays. The 
Mayfly will be for the Mercury Magna, the Scale Weekend is for any model and as described 
below, the Festival of Flight for Vic Smeed designs. These comps are proving very popular and a 
great spectator sport! 
 
The Scale weekend Sunday is where the KK Trophy is awarded to a sports free flight model that 
catches the eye of the judges. Low key yes, but his year it could be you!  Additionally, there is 
emphasis on control line scale in various categories with the award of a splendid silver mounted 
decanter donated by Andrew Housden, SAM35 Secretary, to the entry adjudged to be the best 
overall in terms of scale fidelity, construction and flight performance. 
 
The September meeting in particular is special for many reasons. We honour one of the  Modelling 
giants, Vic Smeed, by holding a single channel spot landing competition for any of his designs that 
would have been powered by a Mills 75, and displaying models of his designs for all to see and 
select a wining model. Also at this meeting there will be a competition for models powered by any 
original Mills engine.  2014 marks the 50th anniversary of the ceasing of production of the famous 

Mills range of diesels, and  to commemorate this SAM35's Andrew Housden has put up a “Mills 

Diesel” trophy. Basically, this is for any type of model aircraft (ie control line, FF, RTM, etc) 

powered by an original Mills diesel – so no Boddos, Attachports, Irvines, Hobbs, Giles, Indian et 

al.  Marks will be awarded for originality of the engine, workmanship in the model’s 

construction/use of period materials, and flight performance.  Turning up with a Mills 2.4 and a can 

of Mills Blue Label fuel could well earn extra points! Again these models will be presented for all to 
see and someone will win this special silver trophy that can be retained in perpetuity; there are 
also second and third prizes! 
 
Retro/Vintage event Pontefract on 8th June. 
This fabulous event will be running again for the third year. Sam 35 is running duration and single 
channel competitions at the meeting as well as flying vintage CL in two circles. See 
http://www.pandasaero.co.uk/vintage.html for all the details. 
 
Sam 35 Indian Summer Meeting Barkston Heath Sun 21st September 
This one day meeting will be the same format as last year's Oktober Fest with Free Flight, Control 
Line and RTM, and possibly radio control. Some comps may well be forerunners for the Retro 
Nats to be held in May next year also at Barkston. Keep checking the SAM 35 web site for details 
and of course the monthly SAM 35 Speaks magazine. 
 
For more details contact Ian Lever 01706 659603 email: ian.lever@ntlworld.comTo join Sam 35 
contact Kevin Richards 01609 772818 email: kevin.richards2@tiscali.co.uk 

http://www.pandasaero.co.uk/vintage.html
mailto:ian.lever@ntlworld.com
mailto:kevin.richards2@tiscali.co.uk
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Stockist of traditional, all balsa, CL, FF & RC Kits from BHM …Cox 049 Engines & 

Spares…CL Accessories…..Merlin Glow Plugs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BHM Kits and Cox 049 Engines from under £20….Great value, 
high quality Glow Plugs from Merlin….hard to find CL 

accessories at sensible prices 
 

 

On Line shop at www.densmodelsupplies.co.uk 
Or phone Den on 01983 616603 for traditional service 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


